But for the photographer, our entire
f.emale staff is busily occupied here.
Cheerfully yours, at this end of the
phone they are (clockwise) Dot
Caivano, Miriam Coyne and Jean
Price. Dogging the center of the
spotlight is the most popular "girl" of
all-mascot Bingo-who takes orders
directly from the top man.

Only a true salesman could see the
brighter side of lugging about a
Shatterbox: "People have to see
how good it is to believe it." Lou
Casper keeps us on our toes keeping his promises.

Although Halloween goblins and Election Day vicissitudes hardly
set the proper mood, printing schedules demand that the publishers of quarterlies take their cue from toy and greeting manufacturers. Issues to be distributed at the turn of the year have to
be written in October. And so it happens that on election night,
1964 this editor is found reminiscing through a decade of Spex
activities in search of the final few
bon mots to express our thanks for
your patronage and frequent kind
words, greetings and all good wishes
for 1965 as well as some appropriately lofty thoughts to mark our tenth
anniversary. The deadline now being
much too close for relaxation, even
on this momentous evening_, we proceed, ball pen unsheathed, parrying
uncounted Hey Moms and unnecessary recapitulations of long predicted electoral results.
We have a new (1964) addition to
our almost new (1963) building to
report and have taken some snapshots to introduce the people behind our products. Hopefully,
our little photo-tour will help those of you who have visited us
recall the occasion pleasurably and those of you who haven't
get to know us a little better. Art and Harriet Mitteldorf lead the
way through the front office entrance which is under the watchful eye of Bingo, our personality girl, who showed up promptly
wherever the camera was clicking.

Our own brain trust: John Sykora,
Art Mitteldorf, Don Landon and Joe
Marcovecchio. They're our link with
the star and laser gazers.

To this desk come many problems,
great and small. Managing production and adjusting delicate slits are
both tasks that fall into the hands of
John Sykora. The hammer? He didn't
explain its presence.
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The fellows who start things spinning in the morning and keep them
humming all day (I to r) Paul Fabian,
Bill Rue, Ed Seboro·wski, Bob Folkes
and inspector Walter Morris.
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Receiving their usual tender care,
heat sensitive photographic plates
are packed iri dry ice for their trip
'twixt our freezer and yours. Austin
Harris keepsthings on the move in
our shipping department.
Paymaster Robert Mittelrlorf can
usually count on being greeted with
a smile, and Tony Minnicozzi does
not disappoint him ...

Of late Don Landon has found newer
fascinations than the old Arc Stand,
but for a special problem or visitor
our Research Director still puts it
through its paces. Wonder what holds
his interest in that little window?
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Ken Parrish lining up to shoot master plates whith are custom matched
to any grating spectnJgraph:

Assemblers Ted Bjorneson and
Steve Sabo find themselves in and
out of the spectrometer cover "doghouse."

Steve again, this time with foreman
Lou Buono.

G Standards, first
announced in 1955,
speak for themselves
today.
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Mixer/Mills® yield only to Shatterboxes® in grinding efficiency.

Great idea- disposable x-ray liquid
cells.

To borrow a cliche "For
those who can afford the
best" the 9010 Arc/Spark
Stand provides supreme
convenience and prestige.

A relatively recent endeavor is our
line of high purity materials. We
stock a periodic chartful, complete
with analyses.

Whether the Lazyprobe® proves
to be an occasionally useful
though clever "gimmick" or a
commonplace laboratory tool is
yet uncertain-one of the risks
of innovations.

These Grazing Incidence Spectrometer-Monochromators (fondly nicknamed "GISMO" by early patrons) have found their forte in high temperature plasma analysis for controlled fusion studies in atomic energy
research.

*
*
A sibling of the emission GISMO,
this 2-meter absorption model has a
particular ·affinity for upper atmosphere investigations. Somewhat
breathless from keeping pace with
the rocket-propelled astronauts we
are presently engrossed in construction of one half again as large
as this.

Evacuable Scanning Spectrometer,
/• meter, covering the broad expanse from 11 OOA to 22 microns.
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Two are 105 times as good as oneat least for distinguishing between
instrumental and Raman effect scatter with a laser beam source. This is
a tandem arrangement of our #1700 ~~
Czerny- Turner Spectrometers.
~~
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house

to
yours.

